Metropolis of Northeastern Oklahoma Awakens From Day and Night of Nightmare Dreams; Governor Will Order Thorough Probing By a Special Grand Jury

French Garrison on Polish Front Attacked by 3,000 Huns; Enemy Is Repulsed

Germans Rush the Troops of Occupation; Dispersed When Counter Charge is Made.

SITUATION REPORTED AS SERIOUSLY GRAVE

KAMERITZ HAVE HINDER TO AMERICA; WOMEN IN HER TRASHED AND BEATEN.

French soldiers forced the position near the west and Meeting House last night and made an attempt to change the German line. This was repulsed and a counter attack was made and the German line was strengthened. A large number of prisoners were taken and a large number of German troops were killed.

Aviators Deliver Daily Ardmoreites to "Road Workers'" Turner Falls

Aviators deliver daily Ardmoreites to "Road Workers'" Turner Falls.

Democratic Papers today began to show some difference in their views of the war. The Republican papers were the first to attack the war and to denounce it. The Democratic papers were the last to attack the war and to denounce it.

DEMpsy's HUNCH IS THAT HE FEELS SURE OF VICTORY

Attitude of the papers today is that they will not attack the war. The Republican papers are the first to attack the war and to denounce it. The Democratic papers are the last to attack the war and to denounce it.

Blistered Hands Tell Story of Road Work Today

The blistered hands of the workers today tell the story of the war. The workers have been working on the road for two weeks and have not had time to rest. They have been working on the road for two weeks and have not had time to rest.
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Quiet Holds in Tulsa After Hour of Indescribable Horror; Military Controls Situation; Train Service Resumed

National Guardsmen Patrol Streets With Little Fear of Further Trouble; No Yelling or Outcries. SCENES YESTERDAY BEYOND DESCRIPTION

National Guardsmen patrol the streets of Tulsa with little fear of further trouble. There was no yelling or outcries. SCENES YESTERDAY BEYOND DESCRIPTION

TULSA RETURNS TO MARTIAL LAW IS NORMAL CONDITION STILL IN CONTROL AS ROOTING STOPS BUT ALL IS QUIET

Governor isoholds back to Oklahoma City today. He is expected to return to Oklahoma City today. He is expected to return to Oklahoma City today.

The Tulsa Journal reports that the war is over and that the situation is normal. The war is over and the situation is normal.
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